
Pillars at the archaeological site of Gobekli Tepe in Sanliurfa, Turkey. A pillar at the archaeological site of Gobekli Tepe in
Sanliurfa, Turkey.

A stone found and displayed at the archaeological site of
Gobekli Tepe bears a feminine figure giving birth in
Sanliurfa.
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On a sun-blasted hillside in south-
east Turkey, the worldʼs oldest
known religious sanctuary is slow-

ly giving up its secrets. “When we open a
new trench, we never know what to
expect,” said Lee Clare of the German
Archaeology Institute, who has been
excavating there since 2013. “It is always
a big surprise.” Gobekli Tepe, which
means “Potbelly Hill” in Turkish, is
arguably the most important archaeologi-
cal site on Earth. Thousands of our pre-
historic ancestors gathered around its
highly-decorated T-shaped megalith pil-
lars to worship more 7,000 years before
Stonehenge or the earliest Egyptian pyr-
amids.

“Its significance is hard to overstate,”
Sean Lawrence, assistant professor of
history at West Virginia University, told
AFP. Academics believe the history of
human settlement began in these hills
close to the Syrian border some 12,000
years ago when groups of Stone Age
hunter gatherers came together to con-
struct these sites. Gobekli Tepe-which
some experts believe was never actually
inhabited-may be part of a vast sacred
landscape that encompasses other near-
by hilltop sites that archaeologists
believe may be even older.

Endless mystery 
None of which anyone would have

guessed before the German archeologist
and pre-historian Klaus Schmidt began
to bring the first discoveries to the sur-
face in 1995. German and Turkish
archaeologists have been labouring in
the sun there since, with lengthening
queues of tourists now joining them to
ponder its many mysteries. When exactly
it all began is even unclear. “Exact years

are nearly impossible to verify,”
Lawrence said. “However, the oldest
Egyptian monument, the Pyramid of
Djoser at Saqqara, was built around
2700 BCE,” more than seven millennia
after Gobekli Tepe.

“This was the end of what is often
thought of as Stone Age hunter gatherer
societies and the beginning of settled
societies,” Lawrence added. “There
remain endless mysteries surrounding
the site, including how labor was organ-
ized and how the sites were used,” he
said.

Gobekli Tepe has even inspired the
Netflix sci-fi psychological thriller series
“The Gift”, which turns on one of the
ancient inscriptions on its pillars.
Schmidt-who often wore a white tradi-
tional turban on the dig-puzzled over the
megaliths carved with the images of fox-

es, boars, ducks, lizards and a leopard
for over two decades until his early death
at the age of 61 in 2014.

ʻZero point in timeʼ 
The site was initially believed to be

purely ritual in nature. But according to
Clare, there is now “good evidence” for
the beginning of settled life with some
buildings similar to those of the same
age found in northern Syria. Turkey-
which in the past has not been renowned
for making the best of its vast archaeo-
logical heritage-has wholeheartedly
embraced the discoveries. The items
excavated from Gobekli Tepe are shown
in the impressive archaeological muse-
um in the nearest city, Sanliurfa, which is
itself so ancient that Abraham is believed
to have been born there.

Indeed its new museum built in 2015

boasts “the most extensive collection of
the neolithic era in the world,” according
to its director Celal Uludag. “All of the
portable artifacts from Gobekli Tepe are
exhibited here.” “This is a journey to civi-
lization, (to the) zero point in time,” said
Aydin Aslan, head of Sanliurfa Culture
and Tourism Directorate. “Gobekli Tepe
sheds light on pre-history, thatʼs why itʼs
a common heritage of humanity,” he said
proudly.

ʻGo deeperʼ 
Last year Turkeyʼs culture ministry

boosted funding for further excavations
in the region as a part of its “Stone Hills”
project, including cash for the Karahan
Tepe hilltop site-around 35 kilometers
from Gobekli Tepe-which some suspect
is even older. “We will now go deeper
because Gobekli Tepe is not the one and

only,” Culture Minister Nuri Ersoy said
last year.

The extra funding “gives us a fantastic
opportunity to compare our results from
Gobekli Tepe with new sites in the
Sanliurfa region of the same age,” Clare
said. Gobekli Tepe has also breathed life
back into a poor and long neglected
region, which has been further hit by the
civil war just across the border. Syrian
refugees now make up a quarter of
Sanliurfaʼs population. Over one million
tourists visited Sanliurfa in 2019 and the
city expects to reach pre-pandemic lev-
els this year. “Today Gobekli Tepe has
started directly touching the economy of
the city,” Aslan said, who hopes that its
glorious past could be a key part of the
cityʼs future.—AFP

Sweet-smelling wood chips cover the
factory floor again at the toy manu-
facturer where Robert Milayev

works now that production has restarted
after the withdrawal of Russian troops.
Thanks to donations, the factory outside
Kyiv is back making wooden toys follow-
ing a three-month hiatus that started
when fighting with Moscowʼs army left the
factory damaged.

“When the electricity came back on
and the sound of the machines came
back, we were crazy with joy,” says
Milayev, the chief engineer. Like the rest
of the village of Gorenka, the Ugears fac-
tory still bears the scars of Russiaʼs inva-
sion. Windows at the factory are still being
replaced. On May 18, after Russian
troops pulled back, employees put on
overalls again and production of laser-cut
models from birch, alder and poplar has
been running at full speed ever since.

“Before the war, the wood came from
Belarus, but now we buy it mainly from
Ukraine,” says CEO Oleksiy Lysianyi,
referring to his countryʼs northern neighbor
which hosts Russian forces. Nearly five

million jobs have been lost in Ukraine since
Russia attacked on February 24, according
to the International Labor Organization. But
Lysianyi has managed to keep all his staff.
The Ugears factory has even launched a
fundraising campaign that has so far col-
lected around 800,000 euros ($860,000) to
help other Ukrainians affected by the war.

No employees were hurt when fighting
was raging around the factory and Russian
forces were still trying to advance towards
Kyiv. Storage units at a separate location
that was occupied by Russian troops were
lost. Now, each online purchase on the
company website includes a five-euro
donation to the war effort. Customers in 85
countries on five continents have already
made their donations.

Toys for adults 
“When we say we deliver to China, peo-

ple are surprised because we usually buy
from there,” says Lysianyi. The Ukrainian
flag is everywhere-on the factory roof, plas-
tered on its walls. Thirty-three-year-old
manager of the packaging line Iryna
Denysyuk says she is “very proud” to con-

tinue the work even during war. The hun-
dreds of models of games and puzzles
being produced in Gorenka arenʼt even
meant for children. These toys are for
grown-ups, people fourteen years or older.

“Still I test them with my children. This
helps us get some family time in an age
where many young people are glued to
their cell phones,” says Lyssiany to the
sounds of building work. Before the war,
over 100,000 units rolled off the production
lines every month. “It takes ten minutes to
build the simplest ones, but at least twelve
hours to build the 450-piece train,” Lysianyi
told AFP.

They are designed to be assembled
without glue and the packaging mirrors the
puzzlesʼ complex computer designs. As the
war-time economy obliges, nothing is wast-
ed. Leftover wood from the laser-cut plates
are given to a company that uses them as
fuel. The cut-outs are carefully checked for
quality. Milayev says he is thinking up new
designs to give preoccupied minds in his
country a distraction. — AFP

A view of the archaeological site of Gobekli Tepe in Sanliurfa, Turkey. — AFP photos Pillars at the archaeological site of Gobekli Tepe in Sanliurfa, Turkey.

Ugears CEO, Oleksiy Lysianyi, shows a model in an office at the facilities of wooden models
manufacturing company Ugears.

A laser machine making parts of models in the workshop of wooden models manufacturing
company Ugears.

An employee packs parts of models in the workshop of wooden models manufacturing com-
pany Ugears, in Gorenka village, north of the Ukrainian capital Kyiv.

Ugears CEO, Oleksiy Lysianyi, presents models in an office at the
facilities of wooden models manufacturing company Ugears, in
Gorenka village, north of the Ukrainian capital Kyiv. — AFP photos

Picture shows a model during an interview with Ugears CEO, Oleksiy
Lysianyi, in an office at the facilities of wooden models manufactur-
ing company Ugears, in Gorenka village.


